
left hinged
18” wide - 1110222
24” wide - 1210222

36” wide - 1410011

includes 1 adjustable steel shelf

FULL DOOR CABINETS

up to 24” wide

DOOR/DRAWER CABINETS

ALL CABINETS

construction: inset steel

hardware: aluminum wire pulls and

leveling method: adjustable leveling

color: warm gray

size: cabinets on this page are
34-3/4” high and 22” deep

drawer slides: 3/4 extension 100 lb.
nylon roller slides

stainless steel 5-knuckle hinges

feet

double door
58” wide - 9900022

SINK CABINETS

END SINK CABINETS

Painted Steel Base Cabinets

7

left hinged door/drawer cabinet shown

includes 1 adjustable steel shelf

right hinged door/drawer cabinets are 
reverse of what is shown

limited pieces available in bright white

all pieces available in bright white

sink supports available for use 
with undermount sinks
powdercoat galvanized steel on  
cabinet bottom

sink supports available for  
use with undermount sinks
powdercoat galvanized steel 
on cabinet bottoms

double door
36” wide - 1418022
48” wide - 1518022

double door

double door

36” wide - 1410022
48” wide - 1510022

30” wide - 1310022

right hinged
18” wide - 1110022
24” wide - 1210022

30” and wider
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22”

34-3/4”



up to 24” wide 30” wide

full width drawers
18” wide - 1110044
24” wide - 1210044
30” wide - 1310097

4-HIGH DRAWER CABINETS

ALL CABINETSright hinged
36” wide - 1410041

left hinged
36” wide - 1410014

full width drawers
18” wide - 1110055
24” wide - 1210055

5-HIGH DRAWER CABINETS

3-HIGH DRAWER CABINETS

COMBINATION UNITS

size: cabinets on this page are

construction: inset steel
drawer slides: 3/4 extension 100 lb.

hardware: aluminum wire pulls and

leveling method: adjustable leveling

color: warm gray

34-3/4” high and 22” deep

nylon roller slides

stainless steel 5-knuckle hinges

Painted Steel Base Cabinets
full width drawers
18” wide - 1110090
24” wide - 1210090
30” wide - 1310090

8

cabinets are reverse of what is 

left hinged combination
cabinet shown

shown
includes 1 adjustable steel shelf

right hinged combination

feet

up to 24” wide 30” wide

VERSION 1.17 - 2016

full width drawers - sitting height (28-3/4”h)
18” wide - 1120044-SH
24” wide - 1220044-SH

sitting height cabinets are 28-3/4”
high and 22” deep
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34-3/4”

22”

 limited pieces available in bright white

 limited pieces available in bright white



size: cabinets on this page are 22” deep

construction: inset steel

drawer slides: 3/4 extension 100 lb. nylon roller slides

hardware: aluminum wire pulls and stainless steel 
5-knuckle hinges

leveling method: adjustable leveling feet

FILE DRAWERS

Painted Steel File and Wall Cabinets

9

ALL FILE CABINETS

box/box/file drawers
18” wide - 1120188

box/box/file drawers
24” wide - 1210100

color: warm gray

right hinged

left hinged
18” wide - 5111060

double door

HINGED WALL CABINETS

left hinged solid door cabinet shown
right hinged solid door cabinets are
reverse of what is shown
includes 2 adjustable steel shelves
includes mounting channel

18” wide - 5110060

30” wide - 5310060
36” wide - 5410060

HINGED GLASS WALL CABINETS

right hinged
18” wide - 5110030

left hinged
18” wide - 5111030

double door

36” wide - 5410030

left hinged glass door cabinet shown
right hinged glass door cabinets are
reverse of what is shown
1/4” clear float glass
includes 2 adjustable steel shelves
includes mounting channel

construction: inset steel

hardware: aluminum wire pulls and stainless 
steel 5-knuckle hinges

color: warm gray

size: wall cabinets on this page are 30” high
and 14” deep

ALL WALL CABINETS

30” wide - 5310030
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30”
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sitting height - 28-3/4”h standing height - 34-3/4”h

files hang front to back lateral hanging files

28-3/4”

22”

14”

34-3/4”

22”

 limited pieces available in bright white



Painted Steel Accessories

10

used to support work surfaces or aprons where base 
cabinets are not required
complete with wall mounting channel
1.5” wide

GABLE LEGS gable leg 34.75” high gable leg 28.75” high
22” deep - GLS1022
29” deep - GLS1029

22” deep - GLS2022
29” deep - GLS2029

UNDER COUNTER SUPPORT BRACKET steel bracket
29” deep - CBS0001

reversable to support 30” or 24” deep work surfaces 
legs are 22” by 28” deep welded from 1”x 2” 16-gauge 
steel tube

OVERHEAD CEILING PANEL service panel
12 services   - OSP0002

panel takes the place of a standard ceiling tile
offers the abilitiy to mount and disconnect quick connect
service fixtures, electrical and data outlets
dimension is 23-3/4”x 23-3/4”
6 service access holes and 6 electrical cutouts
panel is compatible with most T grid acoustical suspended
ceiling structures
fixtures sold separately: for quick connect services, please
consult your representative
color: bright white
plugs for access holes available upon request
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color: warm gray, limited pieces available in bright white

color: warm gray or bright white





























recommended at 36” maximum intervals for most work
surfaces
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ALL PARTS

REAR FILLER PANELS

KNEESPACE PANELS

FRONT FILLER PANELS

FRONT RAILS 3.75” high
30” wide - FRA0030
36” wide - FRA0036

left scribe filler shown
right scribe fillers are reverse 
of what is shown
toe base filler required for 
corner applications

front rails can be used at 
kneespace locations

rear scribe filler can be used 
for right and left hand 

scribe not required at island 
or peninsula ends

construction: powder coated steel

color: warm gray

for inset cabinets

filler 34.75” high (left scribe)

filler 28.75” high (left scribe)

1” wide - FFL1001
4” wide - FFL1004
12” wide - FFL1012

filler 34.75” high (right scribe)

filler 28.75” high (right scribe)

filler 34.75” high (rear scribe)

filler 34.75” high (no scribe)

filler 28.75” high (rear scribe)

1” wide - use with 24” deep tops - ECS1001
7” wide - use with 30” deep tops - ECS1007
11” wide - use with hood cabinets - ECS1011

14” wide - for use at island ends - ECC1014

1” wide - use with 24” deep tops - ECS2001
7” wide - use with 30” deep tops - ECS2007

knee panel 34.75” high

knee panel 28.75” high

30” wide - SCP1030
36” wide - SCP1036

toe base corner filler
9900001

assembly includes single angles 
for attachment to adjacent 

upper panel is removable to 
allow access to the services
the lower panel stays fixed in 
order to apply the coved base
overlapping the lower and 
upper panel allows for 

11

2” high
30” wide - FRB0030

14” wide - use with hood cabinets - ECS1014

Painted Steel Cabinet Accessories
1” wide - FFR1001
4” wide - FFR1004
12” wide - FFR1012

4” wide - FFL2004 4” wide - FFR2004

30” wide - SCP2030
36” wide - SCP2036

VERSION 1.17 - 2016

filler panel (no scribe)
2” wide - FFC1002
6” wide - FFC1006

cut to fit - DAG000F

cut to fit - DAG0002

applications

cabinets

adjustment at uneven floors
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WALL FILLER PANELS 30” high fillers
1” wide - WFS6301- use with 14” deep wall cabinets
4” wide - WFS6304 - use with 14” deep wall cabinets
15” wide - WFS6315 - use with 14” deep wall cabinets

wall scribe fillers can be used 
for right and left hand 























applications

scribe

scribe no scribe

scribe no scribe

can be cut to meet wall 
conditions



can be cut to meet wall 
conditions



can be cut to meet wall 
conditions
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 all pieces available in bright
white

 limited pieces available in bright 
white

 limited pieces available in bright white

 limited pieces available in 
bright white


